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Instructions
The aim of the thesis is to design and implement modules for data retrieval and data displaying  from two
different types of radiation monitors in the lab.
Functional requirements:
- Data will be displayed in real time.
- A user will be able to set the interval to display.
- A user will be able to set the interval and download appropriate data in both graphics and data formats.
Non-functional requirements:
- Modules will be designed as web components in order to be included into www presentation of the lab.
Procedure:
1.    Specify and analyze requirements for data retrieval and display from both types of radiation monitors
(devices).
2.    Design the appropriate solution architecture including (i) communication with the devices and (ii) the
local data storage structure.
3.    Choose an appropriate implementation platform and implement the component for each type of
radiation monitor and database.
4.    Write documentation and test modules.
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Abstrakt
Tato bakala´rˇska´ pra´ce se zaby´va´ analy´zou, na´vrhem a implementac´ı webove´
komponenty slouzˇ´ıc´ı k vizualizaci dat v rea´lne´m cˇase. Webova´ komponenta
umozˇnˇuje zobrazen´ı dat ve formeˇ dvou odliˇsny´ch graf˚u, z nichzˇ jeden zobrazuje
data v rea´lne´m cˇase a druhy´ zobrazuje data v za´vislosti na zadane´m cˇasove´m
intervalu. Data mohou by´t pomoc´ı te´to komponenty stahova´na, a to jak v
textove´m, tak v graficke´m forma´tu. Zdrojem teˇchto dat jsou veˇdecka´ zarˇ´ızen´ı
oznacˇova´na jako neutronove´ radiacˇn´ı monitory.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova vizualizace dat, real-time, MEAN stack, NoSQL, D3.js
ix
Abstract
The primary purpose of this bachelor thesis is to deal with the analysis, design
and the implementation of a web component, which visualizes the real-time
data. The web component enables to display data in a form of two various
graphs, the first graph displaying data in real-time, the second displaying data
based on a given time interval. Thanks to the component, specific data might
be retrieved, in both text and graphic format. The source of the data are the
scientific instruments known as neutron radiation monitors.
Keywords data visualization, real-time, MEAN stack, NoSQL, D3.js
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Introduction
The aim of this bachelor thesis is to design and implement the remote display
of continious data from scientific instruments (neutron radiation monitors)
as a real-time web component. The instrumentation and deployment of the
developed application are part of the Van-de-Graaff particle accelerator labor-
atory of Institute of Experimental and Applied Physics of the Czech Technical
University in Prague [5].
The main purpose of the component is to provide the remote real time
display of data from the devices including customized settings in terms of
data set and display range. The source of the data as starting point of this
work are the read out electronics of the installed radiation monitors placed
at the neutron targets in the accelerator. The resulting web component is
intended to be included within the website of the accelerator laboratory which
is planned to be developed.
Motivation
Sensors and electronic devices are widely used in industry and scientific labor-
atories including deployment in hazardous environments where presence of
staff and operators is not possible. This is the case in radiation environments
such as nuclear reactors and particle accelerators for electronic equipment in-
stalled which requires control and display in real time. The solution is to
transfer the signals and data from the devices away for remote display. Con-
cerning this work the instrumentation and necessary electronics are existing.
What was needed was to extend the readout signals and data beyond the
laboratory of the accelerator to make the information from the sensors (neut-
ron radiation monitors) accesible to users and visitors of the laboratory.
1

Chapter 1
Analysis
1.1 Communication with radiation monitors
This section describes the data readout communication with the radiation
monitors installed at the Van de Graaff accelerator. The communication con-
sists of the transfer of readout data from radiation monitor to PC where the
data are primarily stored. This step exists and works. The second step is to
take the retrieved data beyond the laboratory to make it accessible elsewhere
including off-site remote display via internet. A detailed description of this
functional solution follows.
1.1.1 Data retrieval
The data transfer from a radiation monitor to local personal computer (which
is located in a laboratory) is processed via a customized readout electronics
device. This device controls, powers and reads out radiation monitor, from
which it retrieves data and streams them afterwards through USB to the local
PC. The data are then further relayed continuously from the local PC by C-
based daemon1 to external databases, where they are subsequently curated.
An illustarting of this data chain is shown in Fig. 1.1.
1.1.2 Data specification
The data from the monitors are going to be sent to the database in packets of
interval of a few seconds (for now we will take into consideration 5 seconds).
The data format will be represented by two non-negative integers, alternatively
by a vector (an array) of length 2 representing these two integers.
1a computer program that runs as a background process
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1.1.3 Simulation
In order to properly test and develop the web component, it is valuable to sim-
ulate the data readout of the radiation monitor itself in a simulated expected
environment. The task of simulating procedure will be done in C program-
ming language in order to mimic and send data similar to those, which are
supposed to be retrieved from radiation monitor, into an existing database.
The mentioned C program will be later used for creating a daemon running
on a local personal computer in the accelerator laboratory, in terms of real
data transfer.
physics (radiation)
subject of this Bc. thesis
data + electronic signals
neutron
targets/
sources
VdG
accelerator
Van de Graaff accelerator laboratory
external
database
+
remote display
local PC
+
data repository
readout
interface
device
neutron
radiation
monitor
TCP/IP USB
Figure 1.1: Diagram demonstrating data retrieval from radiation monitor
1.2 Requirements specification
Requirements specification validates the desired parametres regarding the
component’s functions and all the tasks it performs without taking into con-
sideration an implementation. Requirements are divided into two basic cat-
egories. The first category consists of functional requirements, which describe
the communication of the component with its periphery. The second category
includes non-functional requirements, which specify the implementation meth-
ods [6]. Thus this sections lists and describes all functional and non-functional
requirements.
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1.2.1 Functional requirements
F.1 Real-time chart
The web component must contain a display in the form of a real-time chart,
which continuously updates right after the arrival of the new data. The refresh
rate is estimated at the 1-10 seconds rate.
F.2 Customizable chart
Furthermore, the desired web component ought to consist of a chart, which
will display data in ranges (time period/interval) specified by the user. Hence
the component should include a proper UI element (in the form of a date
picker or a slider) which would enable the user to adjust and specify the data
display by setting the time interval.
F.3 Downloading specified data
The user should be able to download the data displayed both in graphics file
formats and text file formats according to the adjustable range settings. The
graphics file formats requested are raster formats such as PNG or JPEG.
1.2.2 Non-Functional requirements
N.1 Database
Data needed for the web application must be stored in a persistent data stor-
age. Since the data from the radiation monitors will be sent continuously, the
size of the database should be limited. In consequence, the database imple-
mentation must ensure that the oldest data are gradually overwritten with
the newly incoming ones.
N.2 Stability
Web component should be stable, which means that neither unexpected falls
nor non-standard behaviour should occur.
N.3 Responsivity
The web component is intended to be a part of a web application devoted
to the VdG accelerator laboratory. Although the future web application is
not primarily intended to be viewed on mobile phones or tablets, it would be
definitely suitable to develop the component in a way it will be independent
on any specific resolution.
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N.4 Charts properties
Considering the fact that the data will be accessed and used by scientists, the
charts themselves must possess specific features.
N.4.1 Step chart
The step chart ought to be the chart type used for the implementation of
both real-time chart and customizable chart. The step chart shows individual
data changes in time in contrast to the regular line chart type, which displays
merely the gradual progress. It is valuable to display the size of the bin which
is useful in scientific applications.
N.4.2 Axis
The axis x will represent the time line of a range automatically set by default
value (e. g. 10 minutes) and also adjustable by user settings. The axis y is
supposed to be a logarhitmic one. These features apply to both real-time and
customizable chart.
N.4.3 Legend
Both real-time and customizable charts should have a legend attribute con-
sisting of the description of the displayed data. The axis must be accompanied
by legend. The x-axis must be accompanied by units based on time (second-
s/minutes) while y-axis by units based on count.
N.4.4 Normalization
Since the data will be stored in the database for several days, it might happen
that the user would like to display a huge amount of data. Taking into con-
sideration that the data will be retrieved from the radiation monitors every 5
seconds, so in three days there will be approximately 100 000 values available
to display. In addition to possible negative impact on stability and fluency of
the web component or even the whole website, the resulting graph might be
poorly readable as well. Consequently, such an amount of data ought to be
scaled in the first place and displayed afterwards.
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Chapter 2
Design
After the requirements have been analysed and clearly stated, this next sec-
tion contemplates a following step of the software development: the designing
of the whole component. As has been stated in [6, p. 14], design specifications
faithfully render physical and logical structures that implement the require-
ments. Consequently, this chapter’s goal is to discuss the technologies and
the whole component’s architecture I have chosen in order to execute the
implementation.
2.1 Architecture
The architecure of the whole web component will be three-tier, consists of:
• database
• server
• client
An advantage of such solution lies in the separateness of the tiers, which
enables to develop these tiers without dependency on each other, moreover
to develop each of them on another platform. And each of these tiers can be
replaced without affecting the other ones.
2.2 Database
As it is necessary to opt for a database type, the central idea of this section
outlines the issue regarding the data storage. Deducing from the requirements,
the amount of data which are supposed to be stored in the database is going to
be huge, up to 105 records. However, the structure of a single data record is not
complex. The incoming data has the form of two integer values accompanied
with a timestamp. Therefore the solution might lie in either opting for a classic
7
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relation database or an alternative in a form of so-called NoSQL database. The
following paragraphs will analyse the advantages of both options so that the
final decision on picking a database type could be made.
2.2.1 Relational
A database organized in terms of the relational model (a relational database)
still remains the most conventional database model in these days. A relational
database uses SQL (Structured Query Language) as the database computer
language for the retrieval and management of data stored in it. Data with
identical features are gathered into individual tables. As a result, the data
are collected in an organized way. Each data element is represented by one
horizontal row of a table. All horizontal rows share the same amount and
type of colums as shown in Table 2.1. The SQL enables to create relatively
complex queries including various types of table joins, searching in the tables
as well as using aggregate functions.
ID Name Surname Height Weight
45456 Hudson Mohawke 181 84
47135 Kendrick Lamar 185 73
Table 2.1: Data structured in a table in a relation database
One of the main features of the relational database model lies in the fact
that it is connected with a set of properties known as ACID (Atomicity, Con-
sistency, Isolation, Durability). This guarantees the database proper trans-
actional processing, a database reliability and consistency, which are the key
aspects of systems operating with sensitive information. Another advantage
is undoubtedly the utilization of SQL itself, since SQL is a standard query
language applied to all relational database models. In case it is necessary to
move the system from one relational database to another one, it will not be
any fundamental change [7].
2.2.2 NoSQL
As the amount of data collected keeps rising generally, it has become com-
pelling to store these data in means other than the tabular relations used
in a conventional relational database model. Correspondingly, this need has
triggered a frequent use of the so-called NoSQL databases, which could be
defined as databases that are non-relational and do not use SQL as their
query language. One of the most familiar NoSQL databases are Cassandra,
Redis, MongoDB and CouchDB. Apart from the relational database model,
where the data are organized into tables of columns and rows, the vast major-
ity of NoSQL databases models operate on a principle of a key and its value.
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Precisely meaning, every value inserted into the database has a its proper key.
If the retrieval of the value is required, the operation will be processed due to
the key assigned to that value. It is essential to mention the fact that a value
does not necessarily mean a string or an integer, it could represent an array
or an object. Individual pairs of key and its value are gathered in documents.
These documents might consist of a various number of these kinds of pairs
and create collections. An example of a collection is shown in Fig. 2.1.
JSON
JSON
  {
    "ID": 47135,
    "Name": "Kendrick",
    "Surname": "Lamar",
    "Height": 185,
    "Weight": 73,
    "Address": 
          {
      "Street": "E Alondra Blvd"
      "Number": 1701
      "City": "Compton"
          }
  }
  {
    "ID": 45456,
    "Name": "Hudson",
    "Surname": "Mohawke",
    "Height": 181,
    "Weight": 84
  }
  {
  }
JSON
Figure 2.1: Data in a collection in MongoDB
The concept of NoSQL database model has a positive effect on a speed,
some operations are simply faster using this approach, especially when it comes
to a large amount of data which might not be completely structured/organized.
The developers might find the concept of a key-value storage beneficial as
well, moreover one could store whole object in this kind of database. The
ACID model is replaced in NoSQL databases with the so-called BASE model
prioritizing availability rather than the consistency of replicated data at write
time[7].
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2.2.3 Chosen solution
It is not straightforward to state which of the two potential solutions stated
above is the better one. Each of them has its own use cases and it is dependent
on each person to which extent they will identify these use cases applying to
their particular system.
The database model type chosen for the purposes of this bachelor thesis is a
NoSQL database MongoDB for several reasons. Firstly, hundreds of thousands
of records could be considered as a relatively tremendous amount of data.
Secondly, the final component is supposed to use insertions and quite trivial
queries, MongoDB ought to be faster than a conventional relation database[8].
The use of the relational database would also be technically plausible in this
case, but since the database will not hold any relations, it’s meaningless. With
the MongoDB usage, the option to profit from the dynamic schema could be
taken into account. It will be possible to add some more data appropriate
for display without altering the database structure. Last but not least, Mon-
goDB is well-known for its feature called capped collection which noticeably
simplifies the accomplishment of a requirement which is shown in section 1.2.2.
Capped collections are fixed-size collections that support high-throughput
operations that insert and retrieve documents based on insertion order. Capped
collections work in a way similar to circular buffers: once a collection fills its
allocated space, it makes room for new documents by overwriting the oldest
documents in the collection[9]. This behaviour is shown in Fig. 2.2.
2.3 Server
The following step of the design process is to opt for a server-side technology.
I am not going to compare all the accessible server-side technologies. I shall
weigh only two of them - specifically PHP and Node.js, since I have already
encountered PHP in a form of Laravel framework and Node.js is a part of
the so-called MEAN stack, which includes the MongoDB database (which has
been already chosen as the database type) as well. Implementing the solution
with Java has been taken out of question simply because of its robustness. I
have no experience with Django and Ruby on Rails, which are frameworks of
Python, or more precisely Ruby, thus the idea to use these technologies for the
purpose of this bachelor thesis has also been eliminated. Both of the chosen
technologies - PHP and Node.js will be compared in terms of requirements
which have been stated in section 1.2.
2.3.1 PHP vs Node.js
PHP is currently the most frequently used language designed for web devel-
opment and it runs on more than 80% of the world’s web servers [10]. On
the contrary, Node.js is a relatively new runtime environment that interprets
10
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Tail
Insert headInsert head
TailTail
Insert head
Insert headInsert head
TailTailTail
Head
Figure 2.2: Behaviour of a capped collection. This digram shows collection
of the length of 3 documents, where oldest document is replaced by newly
incoming one when collection is full [1].
JavaScript using Google’s V8 JavaScript engine. The consequence of PHP’s
widespread usage is that the vast majority of institutions maintaining web-
sites also possess a server with Apache running on it and it is feasible to place
a PHP application on such a server without any issues. This is the case of
the IEAP, where a deployment of a Node.js application would require much
more effort than a deployment of a PHP one. On the other hand, judging by
the fact that Node.js is a more recent technology, it uses modern approaches
reflecting the current trends in web development than PHP, which has been
used for over 20 years in this field.
Node.js offers an easier creation of real-time applications thanks to the
libraries such as Socket.IO[11]. Regarding the performance itself, Node.js
ought to reach better results than PHP[12]. Another benefit pointing out that
Node.js might be the solution is a simple manipulation with JSON format,
which is also used in MongoDB.
Judging from the arguments stated above, I have decided to opt for Node.js
as a server-side technology, as well as MEAN stack, despite the certain com-
plicatons with deployment. So there will be a web application framework
Express.js running on the server on the Node.js platform.
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2.4 MEAN stack
MEAN stands for a software stack serving for the creation of dynamic websites
and applications. MEAN stack consists of:
• MongoDB, a NoSQL database
• Express.js, a web application framework that runs on Node.js
• AngularJS, a Javascript MVC framework focused on development of
SPA applications
• Node.js, a server-side runtime environment
It could be declared that the MEAN stack is a new competitor to a long-
time familiar LAMP stack. Apart from the LAMP stack, MEAN stack comes
with two major architectural changes. The first one lies in shifting from re-
lation database model to NoSQL database whilst the second change observes
a shift from server-side MVC model to the client-side SPA. A major advant-
age of MEAN stack is the usage of JavaScript accross the whole stack. The
communication among MEAN stack components is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Request/
display results
for end user
Make
requests to
database
and return
response
Handle client/
server requests Retrieve data
6
Display response
5
Return request
4
Return database
2
Parse request
3
Get database
1
Make request
Client MongoDB
AngularJS NodeJS
ExpressJS
Figure 2.3: Communication between MEAN stack components [2]
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2.5 Client
2.5.1 AngularJS
Along with the MEAN stack, a JavaScript front-end framework called Angu-
larJS maintained by Google is used for creating the client. This framework is
aimed primarily at SPA, which is also the case of the required web component.
AngularJS brings several intriguing concepts such as two-way data binding,
which keeps the model and view synchronized under all circumstances. Spe-
cifically, if a model is changed, the view gets updated at the same time and
vice versa, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
Continuous
Updates
Change to View
updates Model
Change to Model
updates View
Compile
Template
Model
View
Figure 2.4: Two-way data binding in AngularJS [3]
2.5.2 Bootstrap
As I am experienced with working with Bootstrap, it will be used as a tech-
nology for prototyping of the application user interface. Bootstrap is HTM-
L/CSS/JS framework which greatly simplifies development of responsive web
applications. Moreover, this framework incorporates a lot of pre-crafted com-
ponents that could be useful, such as various buttons, panes and navigational
elements.
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2.6 Visualization
Due to the fact that the primary feature of the required web components is
to visualise certain data in a graph, it is necessary to pick a library which will
enable me to do so.
2.6.1 D3.js
As I lack any experience with a library, which enables to visualise data in a
graph, I have focused on these aspects: the extention and the requirements
shown in section 1.2.2 regarding this library. Eventually, I have chosen the
D3.js library. It is a JavaScript library, which title derives from merging the
words Data-Driven Documents. D3.js is intended to create dynamic visualisa-
tions in web browser based on the data. As it has almost unlimited options
regarding the data visualisation 2, it seems to be a good candidate.
However, the unlimited options of this library could be also considered as
its huge disadvantages. If it was not implicitly compulsory to use a step chart,
a chart with logarithmic axis y and a real-time chart with transitions, I would
apparently use some of the solutions such as amCharts, Highcharts or Google
Charts, which are provided by different libraries. They are easier to utilize,
plus they contain a good size of pre-prepared graphs. Luckily thought, the
community around D3.js is broad, hence it is possible to find a lot of examples
describing the implementation of various visualisation.
Another drawback of the D3.js library to some other libraries that use
HTML5 canvas for rendering is the fact that visualisations implemented in
D3.js are not responsive by default, which is comprehensible according to
the options offered by this library. Even though the responsive Boostrap
framework will be utilised, the graphs themselves must be designed responsive
individually, which should be viable[13].
2.7 Real-time
The goal of this section is to focus on the design of real-time communication
demanded by the final web component in order to display the real-time chart.
As I have already mentioned in section 1.2.2, the data are supposed to be
sent in interval of 5 seconds. Needless to say, that the chosen solution should
not be dependent on the knowledge of this interval. The interval should be
changeable in the future without affecting the right function of real-time chart.
2https://github.com/mbostock/d3/wiki/Gallery
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2.7.1 Polling
One of the options to take into consideration for realization of the real-time
connection between the server and a client is polling3. In this case, polling
would mean that a client would send a request once per x seconds and he would
get an instant answer, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The issue of this solution lies in
the constant interval itself, during which the request will be processed. If the
length of the data sending interval was reduced, the data would be displayed
with an immense delay. On the other side, if the interval was extended, a
client would send some of the requests redundantly and the data would be
displayed with delay as well.
SERVER
CLIENT
Figure 2.5: Communication between server and clients using polling[4]
2.7.2 Long Polling
Long-polling is an enhanced option of polling, which has been mentioned in
the previous section and is also entitled as short-polling. Long-polling would
mean that the client would send a request on a server and the server would
leave the connection open unless having the answer for the client. After the
client receives the answer, he immediately sends a request, this schema gets
repeated, as shown in Fig. 2.6. This way not only the redundant request
will get eliminated but also the delays emerging during the extending or the
reducing of the interval of sending data from the radiation monitors. Even
though this solution is close to real-time communication, a better solution
than long-polling exists.
2.7.3 WebSockets
The best solution for the real-time communication in this case are undoubtedly
WebSockets. WebSockets creates the TCP connection to server and keeps it as
long as needed. This connection enables two-way data exchange in any time,
3a continuous checking the status of a device by client program
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SERVER
CLIENT
Figure 2.6: Communication between server and clients using long-polling [4]
as shown in Fig. 2.7. Both server or a client could cut off the connection. The
main advantage compared to the polling methods is the unnecessity to create
HTTP requests and responses. Headers of these request and responses then
represent in a communication between server and a client a completely point-
less network throughput, which is in comparison with the usage of WebSocket
incredibly high. WebSockets also provide lower responses, which is caused
by the fact that long-polling is forced to send a request right after obtaining
a response. In WebSockets, the data can flow ceaselessly. Hence, a Node.js
library called Socket.io will by used for the real-time communication between
server and a client [14].
BROWSER BROWSER BROWSER
         ws://         ws://         ws://
NODE SERVER
  socket server
Figure 2.7: Communication between server and clients using WebSockets [4]
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2.8 REST API
REST API serves for the data exchange between server and a client, which will
be practiced primarily on customizable chart and the data download. REST is
an interface architecture designed for distributed environment. REST is data-
oriented, not procedure-oriented like SOAP or XML-RPC. REST defines an
access to data via a set of four basic operations known as CRUD, that means
Create, Retrieve, Update and Delete. Since the REST architecture utilizes
HTTP, these methods fit to the corresponding methods of HTTP, specifically
to the POST, GET, PUT and DELETE method[15].
2.9 Simulating the radiation monitor data readout
This section contemplates choosing the right solution regarding the simulation
of the radiation monitor operation. The most appropriate solution for this
issue seems to be the MongoDB C Driver[16]. MongoDB C Driver is an
oficially supported and well-documented driver for MongoDB. C Driver offers
a convenient way to connect to an already existing MongoDB database or to
perform fundamental CRUD operations in the database. For the needs of this
bachelor thesis, creating documents will be sufficient. Since the documents
in MongoDB are stored in a BSON4 format, it is necessary to create them
in C in the same format. This will be achieved by employing the libbson
library. The basic usage of this library is included in the MongoDB C Driver
documentation.
2.10 User interface design
Even though the user interface of the web component will not be any complex,
it would be suitable to create at least a basic prototype of the component. The
prototyping tool chosen for these purposes is Axure RP. It could be defined as
a complex tool providing a set of advanced functions such as the conditional
display of the screen parts or clicking through to another screen. Creating the
basic prototype will be efficient due to the large amount of reusable compon-
ents, wide range of formatting options and the drag-and-drop function.
The whole component ought to consist of three main containers. The first
container will be set for real-time chart while the second container will hold a
customizable chart. The third container will contain two input fields. Clicking
on these input fields, the date-time picker should appear via which the user
could choose the interval. Based on the chosen intervals the user would be
able to click on one of the buttons, which will trigger an action corresponding
to it. Basic prototype of the component is shown in Fig. 2.8.
4a binary-encoded serialization of JSON-like documents
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Figure 2.8: Basic prototype of the component.
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Chapter 3
Realisation
This chapter describes an implementation of the web component. Instead of
depicting the process in a detail as a whole, it would be appropriate to focus
in the first place on the most significant parts of the application and to focus
on parts, which inevitably need a further explanation.
3.1 Database
The one and only task to be done using the MongoDB shell was to set up
a database. That has been accomplished with a command called USE. Other
parts regarding the database have been implemented on a server, thus the
following section is going to provide further information.
3.2 Server
The server is supposed to provide two functionalities to the application. The
first functionality of the server will enable data transfer via REST API while
the second functionality will ensure a communication with clients via Web-
Sockets.
In order to operate with a database, a Node.js package Mongoose will be
utilized. Mongoose is an object data mapping (ODM) library, which provides
an integration of Node.js with MongoDB and simultaneously transforms data
in the database to JavaScript objects for the use in an application. Its prin-
ciples are similar to those of ORM (object relational mapping), which enables
data conversion between relational database and a database runned with ob-
ject oriented programming language.
Due to the possible work with data, which will be stored in a database, it is
essential to create schemes and models. Schemes define the data structures in
individual documents and models represent these documents, which could be
later used for the data storage and data retrieval. In this case, every document
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will represent a signal sent from a radiation monitor. As has been mentioned
in the requirements, data sent from a radiation monitor will have a form of
two integer values. The Mongoose also provides the enrich the schema with
several optional parameters such as the collection name. Along with applying
this feature, I have added another parameter to the collection which states
that the collection will be capped and of a fixed length 65536 bytes. The code
is shown in Listing 3.1.
1 var mongoose = require(’mongoose ’);
2 var Schema = mongoose.SchemaM;
3
4 var SignalSchema = new Schema ({
5 value1: {
6 type: Number ,
7 required: true
8 },
9 value2: {
10 type: Number ,
11 required: true
12 }
13 }, { collection: ’signal ’, capped: 65536 });
14
15 module.exports = mongoose.model(’Schema ’, SignalSchema);
Listing 3.1: A mongoose model representing a signal from radiation monitor
3.2.1 REST API
Once the model is defined, the next stage that needs to be described is the
creation of REST API. The REST API is closely connected with the concept
of CORS. CORS (Cross-origin resource sharing) allows to reach resources of
the website from other web domains. In the case of the web component, the
REST API on the server could be requested from another domain, which will
be represented by a client tier able to request it. CORS support in Express.js
shown in Listing 3.2.
1 var app = express ();
2
3 app.use(function(req , res , next) {
4 res.header(’Access -Control -Allow -Origin ’, ’http :// localhost
:9000’);
5 res.header(’Access -Control -Allow -Methods ’, ’GET’);
6 res.header(’Access -Control -Allow -Headers ’, ’Content -Type’);
7 next();
8 });
Listing 3.2: CORS support
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In order to create REST API itself, I am going to use an Express.js library
called node-restful. If a Mongoose model is passed to this library, it automat-
ically generates RESTful routes. Even though the only method to be used for
the purpose of web component is the library’s GET method, it is of a such
simplicity and a power that I have decided to use it, as shown in Listing 3.3.
1 var restful = require(’node -restful ’);
2
3 restful: function(app , route) {
4
5 var rest = restful.model(
6 ’Signal ’,
7 app.models.signal
8 ).methods ([’get’]);
9
10 rest.register(app , route);
11
12 return function(req , res , next) {
13 next();
14 };
15 }
Listing 3.3: Usage of node-restful library
3.2.2 WebSockets
As I have mentioned before in subsection 2.7.3, since the web component is
desired to be real-time, the mechanism of WebSockets is presumed to handle
this requirement. Precisely, Socket.io, the JavaScript Node.js library using the
concept of WebSockets, has been selected. Apart from offering standard events
such as connect or disconnect, Socket.io provides an option to emit and receive
custom events. The library usage, especially the usage of its basic events -
connect and disconnect - is shown in Listing 3.4. The method streamSignals
is going to be explained below.
To sustain the real-time feature of the web component, it is crucial to
capture the moment, when new data arrive to the database (a collection). This
could be done by using the so-called tailable cursors. Tailable cursor is the
MongoDB feature intended to be used for capped collections. A cursor present
in MongoDB generally works in a way that it queries data from collection and
it automatically closes, when there are no data present in the collection. On
the contrary, the tailable cursor remains still open, ready for the arrival of
the new data. If the new data arrives into the collection after some time, the
tailable cursor is capable to retrieve them [9].
This functionality is included in Mongoose as well, which tails the collec-
tion based on a given generated model, in this case the Signal model. The
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newly incoming data are sent afterwards to the client thanks to the Socket.io
library. [17].
1 var app = express ();
2 var server = http.Server(app);
3 var io = require(’socket.io’)(server);
4 var SignalCtrl = require(’./ controllers/SignalController ’);
5
6 io.on(’connection ’, function(socket) {
7 console.log(’user connected ’);
8
9 SignalCtrl.streamSignals(socket);
10
11 socket.on(’disconnect ’, function (){
12 console.log(’user disconnected ’);
13 });
14 });
Listing 3.4: Usage of socket.io
Tailing of the whole collection is strongly unrecommended though. In case
the web component is being loaded for the first time, the tailable cursor needs
to stream the whole collection prior to accessing the newest data, which are
supposed to get displayed. Hence the tailable cursor has to go through all the
records one by one, which might take up to tens of seconds. Once the web
component has been loaded, the tailable cursor should proceed without any
issues, however the first load would be time-consuming and the stability of
the whole component would be exposed to risk. After taking this fact into
consideration I have decided to query the newest record merely, on which the
tailable cursor with stream is applied afterwards. The whole process including
the data transmission to the client-side using the socket.io is show at Listing
3.5 in a method streamSignals.
All documents which are added to collections in MongoDB automatically
consist of an id, which is unique and which represents a document’s primary
key. Capped collections are no exception in this. The advantage of this id
lies in the fact that it contains a hidden timestamp, which can be retrieved by
the method getTimestamp(). Hence, the timestamp is what is being sent to
the client-side instead of id as it is more suitable for later operations with it.
3.3 Client
This section focuses on the issue of data retrieval from the server, considering
the data from REST API as well as the real-time data obtained via Socket.io.
The process of the data visualisation itself would be depicted in this section
as well.
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For the creation of the client side, yeoman AngularJS generator [18] has
been used, as it is intended for generating the scaffolding of new application.
This generator produces the fundamental structure and the configuration of
the application, which saves a great deal of effort and time.
1 var Signal = require(’../ models/signal ’);
2
3 streamSignals: function(socket) {
4
5 var date = new Date();
6 date.setSeconds(date.getSeconds () - 5);
7
8 var stream = Signal.find({ _id: { $gt: dateToObjectId(date) }
}).tailable ().stream ();
9
10 stream.on(’data’, function(data) {
11 data = {
12 value1: data.value1 ,
13 value2: data.value2 ,
14 timestamp: data._id.getTimestamp ()
15 };
16
17 socket.emit(’newValue ’, data);
18 });
19 }
Listing 3.5: Merely the last record is chosen from the collection, a tailable
cursor is applied to it and then streamed. A listener of the stream captures
the incoming data which are then sent to the client-side.
In order to reach an already created REST API, I have opted for the
Restangular library. Restangular is AngularJS service, which facilitates the
creation of GET/PUT/POST/DELETE request. Hence it is an ideal solution
for the data consumption from REST API. Restangular is simultaneously well-
documented and effortless to use. Regarding the configuration of Restangular,
it is indispensable to point to the REST API server. The factory called Signal
is created afterwards, which will get the data from REST API. This is shown
in Listing 3.6.
1 .config(function (RestangularProvider) {
2 RestangularProvider.setBaseUrl(’http :// localhost :3000’);
3 })
4
5 .factory(’Signal ’, function(SignalRestangular) {
6 return SignalRestangular.service(’signal ’);
7 })
Listing 3.6: Restangular configuration
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A similar principle is implemented on a client-side by using the Socket.io
library, which serves for retrieving the data from server. The factory is also
present in this case, and it contains a defined URL that represents the point of
connection. Thanks to this factory, the data could be retrieved in a controller
and then processed afterwards.
3.3.1 Visualization
The chart implementation has been done with the sources of a book D3 on
AngularJS [19], which depicts best practices how to combine the D3 library
with AngularJS. Both charts are implemented as custom directives5, retrieving
the data from the controller.
3.3.1.1 Real-time chart
To give a real-time chart a form, I have been inspired by an article [20], in
which the author of the D3.js library demonstrates himself how to create real-
time charts.
If the new data arrive to the database, the change is drawn to the server-
side via Socket.io. Afterwards, the data are sent from the server-side to the
client-side, where the data in controller are passed into a variable. This vari-
able is then observed by a directive, which calls a function updating the chart
every time there is an alteration, this is shown in Listing 3.7.
1 scope.$watch(’val’, function(newData , oldData) {
2 if(newData) {
3 updateData(newData);
4 }
5 })
Listing 3.7: Watching a variable with new data
The updating function itself then redraws the x asis and the two lines and
leads to a transition, which delivers an impression of animation. The data
intended for the visualisation are stored in an array of a fixed length. The
newest arriving data values replace the oldest data values. The whole chart is
shown in 3.1.
3.3.1.2 Customizable chart
The customizable chart features have been enriched with the option of focus
+ context zooming [21]. User might choose a time interval determining the
data display via datetime picker. After clicking the button Display, the data
are displayed. The whole chart is composed of two charts - one chart is greater
5markers on a DOM element which attach a special behavior to it
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Figure 3.1: Real-time chart
than another. The smaller chart gives the user an ability to choose various
time intervals, the data are then displayed in the second chart in detail while
the smaller chart still holds the view of the chosen time interval. This chart
is shown in 3.2.
3.4 Data retrieval
The web component ought to provide data retrieval in text file formats as well
as the graphics file formats.
3.4.1 Text format
Data retrieval in the text file format is enabled by datetime picker, where
the user chooses the time interval before downloading the data by clicking
on a button. For the implementation of data retrieval, I have decided to use
Angular File Saver, which leverages the well-known FileSaver.js library, which
serves for file save on a client-side.
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Figure 3.2: Customizable chart with focus
3.4.2 Graphics file format
D3.js charts are rendered as SVG elements - the elements of a vector image
format. The requirements consist of raster graphics file formats, which means
that an svg element containing chart needs to be converted.
In order to find a solution to this issue, I was inspired by the article [22].
Even though it refers to the Highcharts library, the concept is similar. Primar-
ily, the code of the particular SVG element should be retrieved. This SVG ele-
ment ought to be rendered to a canvas element, which has a texttttoDataURL
function. This function extracts the canvas content to an image and returns
the data URI along with the image. This URI is then downloadable as a PNG
image. However, this method deals with ordinary SVG elements, not with a
created D3.js chart.
Owing to the fact that D3.js is a rather specific library, I was trying to
find a solution especially for this library. Eventually, I have found an example
of [23], which deals with a similar situation. It exploits from a bookmarklet6
SVG Crowbar, whose role is to extract SVG elements from a web site and to
enable its users to download them as SVG files.
6a small software application stored as a bookmark in a web browser
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The example portrayed above benefited from the features of the book-
marklet SVG Crowbar, ze kterch vak vytv vlastn een, kter umouje retrieve
SVG elements as PNG images.
The example portrayed above benefited from the features of the book-
marklet including the possibility to retrieve SVG elements as PNG images.
The drawback of this solution is the fact that the retrieval is possible merely
in the Google Chrome browser, not in Mozilla Firefox (other browsers have
not been tested). Clicking on a retrieval button in Mozilla Firefox does not
trigger any action. There is not any error message present in the console log,
which disables any potential dealing with this issue. The retrieval of a PNG
image (in Google Chrome) lies on a principle that after clicking on button
Download as PNG, the current content of the customizable chart is retrieved.
3.5 Simulation
This section focuses on realisation of data simulation. As has been mentioned
before, the data are supposed to be coming from the radiation monitors. The
simulation of this phenomenon has been applied with the MongoDB C Driver,
resulting in a C program which is attached to a capped collection in the
database. The database receives randomly generated data in a form of two
integers every 5 seconds. Generating data is shown in Listing 3.8.
1 while(true) {
2 randomValue1 = rand() % 1000 + 1;
3 randomValue2 = rand() % 800 + 1;
4 doc = bson_new ();
5 bson_oid_init (&oid , NULL);
6 BSON_APPEND_OID(doc , "_id", &oid);
7 BSON_APPEND_INT32(doc , "value1", randomValue1);
8 BSON_APPEND_INT32(doc , "value2", randomValue2);
9
10 if(! mongoc_collection_insert(collection , MONGOC_INSERT_NONE ,
doc , NULL , &error)) {
11 fprintf(stderr , "%s\n", error.message);
12 }
13
14 bson_destroy(doc);
15 sleep (5);
16 }
Listing 3.8: Loop in which data are being generated and transmitted to
database
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Chapter 4
Testing
Testing is a crucial step in the software development. The earlier an error is
identified in the development process, the less expensive it takes to repair it.
Along with the development of the web component, the following tests have
been proceeded: the unit tests and the functional tests. The reason behind
choosing these two testing types is that the designed web component does not
comprise any great deal of logic and communicates merely with the server,
from where it retrieves data.
4.1 Unit tests
Unit tests are a type of automated tests testing individual units of short code.
This kind of tests are usually created by programmers in order to test whether
the new or the altered part of the code works as expected.
In terms of the web component, the unit tests were proceeded as continous
tests of smaller sets of code on a client-side. The vast majority of the aspects
the unit tests checked were the limit values which might potentially cause the
component’s unstability. A tool used for the creation of the unit tests is a
Karma runner, which was developed by an AngularJS team. Under Karma
there is Jasmine, which is a behavior-driven development framework for testing
JavaScript code. An example of a unit test is shown and described in 4.1.
4.2 Functional tests
The main goal of functional testing is to verify whether the system possesses
all the required functions. These tests confirm that the system performs the
actions requested by the customer, apart from the unit tests which are a
helpful mainly to the programmers [24].
As the main part of the component comprises visual elements which cannot
be tested in any another way than by direct viewing, these tests were proceeded
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manually in the browser.
1 it(’dateFrom > dateTo ’, function () {
2
3 scope.signals = [{
4 "_id":"573 a41de274d3819362e7f11",
5 "value1":887,
6 "value2":778} ,
7 {
8 "_id":"573 a41e8274d3819362e7f13",
9 "value1":336,
10 "value2":587} ,
11 {
12 "_id":"573 a41ed274d3819362e7f14",
13 "value1":493,
14 "value2":650
15 }];
16
17 var dateFrom = new Date (parseInt(’573 a41ed274d3819362e7f14 ’.
substring (0,8), 16) * 1000);
18 var dateTo = new Date (parseInt(’573 a41de274d3819362e7f11 ’.
substring (0,8), 16) * 1000);
19
20 expect(scope.updateGraph(dateFrom , dateTo)).toBe(false);
21 });
Listing 4.1: This test affirms that the function for rendering the customizable
chart returns false in case the user picks a greater dateFrom than dateTo.
The scope.signals array represents signals from the radiation monitor.
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Conclusion
The aim of this chapter is to summarize the results achieved in this bachelor
thesis and to introduce the future plans.
Result
The goal of this bachelor thesis is to create a web component enabling to
visualise the data from a scientific instrument (neutron radiation monitor)
in a real time. The analysis of the requirements that need to be fulfilled
by this web component has been made in the first place as it was necessary
for the designing all the component’s parts. The implementation of the web
component was proceeded based on the design of the component.
The result of the bachelor thesis is a web component which enables the real
time data visualisation in a form of a chart. The operating data are simulating
those, which will be later transmitted from neutron radiation monitor. The
component consists of a real-time chart and a customizable chart displaying
data based on the user’s input in a form of picked time interval. On top of
that the customizable chart is interactive as the user is able to zoom individual
parts of it after picking the time interval. The component also offers the
possibility of data retrieval in a graphics file format (only in Google Chrome)
as well as in a text file format.
Future plans
The next step, which will be proceeded, is the deployment of the web com-
ponent and the following connection to neutron radiation monitor, which will
serve as the source of the data. Afterwards, the web component ought to get
included into the website of the Van de Graaff accelerator, which is supposed
to be developed in a few months.
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Conclusion
Due to the fact that IEAP operates with a great deal of other data, which
are retrieved from other scientific instruments in a similar way, it is potential
to apply the concepts of this bachelor thesis to visualise other scientific data
in the future.
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AppendixA
Acronyms
ACID Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability
API Application Programming Interface
BASE Basically Available, Soft-state, Eventual consistency
CORS Cross-Origin Resource Sharing
CRUD Create, Read, Update, Delete
CSS Cascading Style Sheets
HTML HyperText Markup Language
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
IEAP Institute of Experimental and Applied Physics
JS JavaScript
JSON Javascript Object Notation
LAMP Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP/Perl/Python
MEAN MongoDB, Express.js, AngularJS, Node.js
MVC Model View Controller
ODM Object-Document mapping
ORM Object-Relational mapping
PNG Portable Network Graphics
REST Representational State Transfer
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol
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SPA Single-page application
SQL Structured Query Language
SVG Scalable Vector Graphics
URI Uniform Resource Identifier
VDG Van-de-Graaff accelerator
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AppendixB
Contents of enclosed CD
readme.txt ....................... the file with CD contents description
src............................................implementation sources
github link.txt ......................... link to GitHub repository
text..........................................the thesis text directory
thesis.pdf...........................the thesis text in PDF format
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